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 		RKING OPAVA: Bachelor thesis. Ostrava: 

- Technical University of Ostrava, Faculty of civil Engineering, Department 
of Architecture, 2017, 51p., Thesis head: Student, A.  
 
The subject of my bachelor thesis entitled "Bistro and coworking Opava" is 
the elaboration of the project documentation for the execution of the construction according 
to the assignment of the bachelor thesis. In my work I deal with the solution of the part of the 
building, mainly operation of the bistro. The documentation for the execution of the 
construction is based on the preparation of the documentation for the building permit in the 
subject Architecture Design Studio Va and on the study of the object, which was elaborated 
as a semester work in the subject Architecture Design Studio IV. The study was based on the 
elaboration of the urban study in the Architecture Design Studio III. The object is located 
in Opava-/(01'!&)=#!""").@ ")	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